Self-folding polyhedra have emerged as a viable design strategy for a wide range of applications, with advances largely made through modeling and experimentation at the micro-and millimeter scale. Translating these concepts to larger scales for practical purposes is an obvious next step; however, the size, weight, and method of actuation present a new set of problems to overcome. We have developed large-scale folding polyhedra to rapidly and noninvasively enclose marine organisms in the water column. The design is based on an axisymmetric dodecahedron net that is folded by an external assembly linkage. Requiring only a single rotary actuator to fold, the device is suited for remote operation onboard underwater vehicles and has been fieldtested to encapsulate a variety of delicate deep-sea organisms. Our work validates the use of self-folding polyhedra for marine biological applications that require minimal actuation to achieve complex motion. The device was tested to 700 m, but the system was designed to withstand full ocean depth (11 km) pressures. We envision broader terrestrial applications of rotary-actuated folding polyhedra, ranging from large-scale deployable habitats and satellite solar arrays to small-scale functional origami microelectromechanical systems.
INTRODUCTION
The oceanic water column is the largest and least explored environment on Earth, and we are only beginning to understand the diversity, distribution, and spatiotemporal variability of deep-sea midwater biology (1, 2) . It is estimated that up to a million species remain undescribed in the deep pelagic zone (3, 4) . Although there is an array of technologies (5) available to marine biologists once a submarine or remotely operated underwater vehicle (ROV) reaches the benthic environment, the pelagic environment is much less explored and studied because of the difficulty of interacting with marine life in open water. Challenging this endeavor is the fact that many pelagic animals are often gelatinous or delicate and require extreme care in their collection and preservation. Deep-sea net tows offered the first window into pelagic biology, beginning with a modified version of the Agassiz trawl in the 1920s (named after Harvard biologist Alexander Agassiz) and followed by a wide array of innovative trawls that continue to this day (6, 7) . These are effective at enclosing more robust animals (e.g., fish and crustaceans), but gelatinous organisms (e.g., jellyfish, ctenophores, and siphonophores) are mostly destroyed or shredded in towed nets. To address this, many tools and techniques that focus on improving discrete midwater sampling from deep-sea vehicles have been developed. These fall into two categories, each with their own advantages and trade-offs: The detritus sampler (D sampler) is a cylinder with two lids that open and close in tandem (Fig. 1C) , requiring fine control of the entire subsea platform to position it (Fig. 1A) , and the suction sampler type consists of an inlet tube, suction pump, and storage bucket that can destroy very delicate specimens when they travel through the plumbing (Fig. 1B ). Modifications and improvements on both methods have been introduced (8) , but the fundamental approach has remained the same, offering limited options to midwater scientists attempting to rapidly capture delicate organisms with minimal disturbance to their tissues.
Origami, the Japanese art of paper folding, has recently come to the forefront of robotics research as a viable strategy to create threedimensional (3D) structures from 2D layers (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . Drawing inspiration from this approach, we present a unique device for midwater interaction using rotary-actuated folding polyhedrons. With a singleaxis rotational input, a mechanical linkage system transforms the net of a polyhedron with n degrees of freedom (DOFs) into a 1-DOF layer. Our folding polyhedrons quickly encapsulated delicate specimens for imagery, collection, and in situ experimentation purposes. Our most effective design was the RAD (rotary actuated dodecahedron), a 3D-printed axisymmetric dodecahedron with an external assembly linkage that incorporates modular components, low-friction bearings, and flexible seams (Fig. 1C ). Prototypes were first tested in aquaria and then field-tested on an ROV to successfully capture delicate organisms in the deep sea.
This work formed the basis for a scale-independent strategy to construct 3D objects from 2D layers using a single rotary actuator. This approach has three advantages: (i) Only one actuator is needed, (ii) no sensing is required because fold angles are mechanically programmed, and (iii) building in 2D layers has the potential to leverage well-developed, high-throughput, parallel assembly planar manufacturing techniques such as photolithography, printed circuit microelectromechanical systems (PC-MEMS) (19, 20) , and lamination. Although midwater sampling offered a practical demonstration of our technology on a large scale, we envision broader applications including manufacturing of 3D devices from 2D layers, encapsulating 3D scanners for reality capture systems (21), self-deployable habitats, foldable solar arrays for satellites, deployable mirrors for space telescopes, and medical devices.
RESULTS

Rotary-actuated dodecahedrons
The dodecahedron was chosen to demonstrate rotary-actuated folding polyhedrons because it shows (i) the transformation of a 10-DOF system to a 1-DOF system, (ii) simultaneous folding of more than two panels along each folding arm, and (iii) coordination of 3D folds with only one rotary actuator. In an ideal scenario with no gravity and joints with no backlash, attaching a rotary actuator to any face can fold the net into its 3D shape. However, the presence of gravity, mass of the linkages, friction, and backlash led to arranging the net in an axisymmetric manner to distribute the load evenly about the central assembly and folding links ( Fig. 2A) .
To create line symmetric nets, we split the closure panel of the dodecahedron into five triangular segments. All panels were planar except for the last panel on each arm, which had triangular tips angled upward to enable closure of the dodecahedron. The resulting net is not a regular net but a pseudo general net (22) . Our general net design allowed for cutting the polyhedron along lines interior to its face, allowing axisymmetry (Fig. 2B) .
To reduce the effects of friction, we used lightweight fluoropolymer bearings (Rulon). Rotational joints were 3D-printed to minimize weight by reducing the number of fasteners and bearings, leading to a reduction in torque required for folding at the cost of backlash. To quantify the effect of backlash on the kinematics of the fold and to test the 3D-printed folding unit against the kinematic model (a detailed derivation of the model is presented in eqs. S1 to S15), we placed a single folding unit of the RAD sampler in a motion capture arena to track the output folding angle q 1 as the input rotation angle q 6 varied (angles defined in Fig. 5B ). The resulting measurement showed a high correlation with the kinematic model over 34 motion trials ( fig. S3 ).
Soft edges were added to the scaled-up device as a design element to offer a degree of compliance during the closing sequence. The soft edges, shown in Fig. 3 , were silicone gaskets that covered hard edges that might otherwise come in contact with target samples, mitigated the effects of backlash and misalignments in the joints, and added robustness to the structure by building a passive mechanical buffer against overdriving the mechanism at the end of its fold sequence (Fig. 2C) . The cross-sectional shape of the soft edges ( Fig. 3B ) was designed to be glued over the corner of the dodecahedron panels, with a curved cantilever beam protruding outward. The cantilevered shape ensured that the force of gasket deformation was relatively low unless the cantilever was fully compressed against the side of the panel. The cantilever portion of the gasket was deflected by at least 2 mm when the sampler was in its fully closed position, creating a light seal. The soft edges allowed the system to be driven below or beyond the intended closure point without compromising the seal or risking damage to the structure, whether due to misalignment, backlash in the joints, or operator error.
In the current prototype system, the motion of the sampler was entirely controlled by the operator with the use of a joystick that interfaced with the ROV control panel on the boat. This allowed the ROV pilot or another operator to control the closure of the RAD sampler. Any motion of the sampler stopped when pressure was released on the joystick. This meant that the operator visually determined whether a target specimen was clear of pinching before fully closing the arms of the sampler and could fully reverse the closure at any time if there was cause for concern. The operator must also release the joystick to prevent overdriving the arm linkages in the process of fully closing or opening the RAD sampler. The rate of closure was controlled by the joystick, and the maximum achievable velocity at full deflection of the joystick can be limited with software adjustments. The soft gaskets around the edges of the sampler enabled the sampler to be effectively closed when underdriven by several millimeters and prevented damage when the sampler was driven several millimeters beyond the intended angle of closure.
Scaling and field demonstrations
Deep-sea midwater organisms vary widely in size and shape, making it impossible to design a collection device that is suited for every deep-sea interaction opportunity. However, most suction samplers and D samplers have a sampling volume of 3 to 10 liters, making them suitable for capturing small-to medium-sized specimens. In this instance of a folding dodecahedron, the design of the encapsulated volume dictated an unfolded diameter that was substantially larger than that of the device in its folded state. Because all deep-sea vehicles have limited space available for sampling and imaging, this required a compromise between sampling volume and practicality. Furthermore, prototyping through 3D printing was subject to size limits of the printer's print volume, making the RAD design size a subjective balance between practical usage, modularity, and print volume. For these reasons, the final design had an unfolded diameter of 0.518 m and a folded diameter of 0.207 m. The RAD had an encapsulated volume of 3.11 × 10 −3 m 3 (about 3 liters), which is within the same range of existing midwater samplers (23) .
Owing to the 3D-printed polymer specific gravity of 1.15, the mass of the 3D-printed assembly was largely supported by buoyancy forces, resulting in faster actuation when submerged in water relative to actuation in air (see hydrodynamic and buoyancy force estimation in the Supplementary Materials). We attached the RAD to a short boom and successfully collected and released moon jellyfish (Aurelia aurita) in a large aquarium (Mystic Aquarium, Mystic, CT). After these tests, design iterations shifted toward modularity to make the device robust and repairable for deployment in the deep sea.
The main differences between water in laboratory conditions and in the deep sea are ambient pressure and density (which are dependent on temperature, salinity, and pressure). The sampler was designed to have no internally sealed voids to reduce the risk of implosion due to the increase in hydrostatic pressure as the sampler descended with the ROV. Furthermore, the sampler was also made of incompressible materials. Therefore, the ambient pressure did not affect its operation. As the depth increased, the temperature of the water decreased, whereas the salinity increased, resulting in an increase of viscosity by about 50% (24) . However, although the viscosity has increased, the resulting change in the Reynolds number is unlikely to affect the drag coefficient (25) . Estimates for seawater density suggest that seawater density at 650 m is 0.4% higher than that in laboratory conditions. Collectively, these data indicate that hydrodynamic drag and buoyancy forces were similar in both laboratory conditions and the deep sea (see force estimate spreadsheet in the Supplementary Materials). Therefore, the dynamic performance of the RAD sampler was expected to behave similarly in both laboratory and deep-sea conditions. The ocean is notoriously harsh on scientific equipment. Therefore, to design a practical RAD enclosure device, close consultation with experienced ROV engineers and pilots at the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) was crucial to the design process. Ultimately, the RAD was used as a tool mounted on the ROV's manipulator arm (Fig. 1D) . The motor providing the rotary input to the RAD was proportionally controlled from the surface using a simple joystick interface. The RAD was positioned by using both the manipulator arm and the ROV's thrusters. Collections of highly mobile organisms, such as squid and fragile-tissue jellyfish, were encapsulated rapidly before they could escape, at depths ranging from 500 to 700 m (Fig. 4, A to L) . The rotary actuator chosen for the RAD sampler was an oil-filled pressurecompensated unit with an ocean depth rating of 11 km, and hence, the system's depth range was only limited by the platform on which it was operated.
DISCUSSION
The use of self-folding polyhedra to create 3D objects from 2D sheets has its roots in electric circuit design and molecular chemistry (26) (27) (28) , with a broad range of applications envisioned for the future (29) . However, in practice, few designs exist beyond miniature and paper models, and practical demonstrations are a rarity. The challenge of encapsulating delicate organisms in the water column is a known limitation to deep-sea science and presents a unique opportunity to validate the concept of large-scale folding polyhedra in the field. Progress in large-scale fabrication of such complex designs is further aided by recent advances in photopolymer 3D printing, which directly contributed to the success of this work.
Folding polyhedron theory 3D objects can be approximated by polyhedra. Whether every convex polyhedron has a net remains an open problem (30, 31) , but Platonic and Archimedean solids are readily unfolded into their nets. To fold a polyhedron from its net, one can manually fold it (32) or use a range of self-folding techniques, such as embedding shape memory composites along fold creases (33), using surface tension to drive folding (34) , and 
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folding through the release of stress in prestrained laminates (35) . Instead of using actuators to fold every link pair and relying on mechanical joint stops to passively control fold angles, we present a method to transform an n-DOF net into a 1-DOF net. Fold angles were mechanically programmed, and folding was driven by a single rotary actuator. This method has four benefits: (i) a reduction in the number of actuators and sensors, (ii) no computation is needed for assembly, (iii) a reduction in system integration complexity, and (iv) the structure can be reversibly folded and unfolded. The plane symmetric Bricard linkage (36) is the fundamental folding unit for constructing 1-DOF foldable Platonic polyhedra (Fig. 5) . We considered its simplest form where a 61 = a 12 = a, a 23 = a 34 = a 45 = a 56 = b, R 3 = R 5 = 0, and R 2 = R 6 = r.
The folding unit has three key design parameters: (i) a, the characteristic dimension of the folding unit; (ii) q s , the initial offset angle between link 5 and link 6 when the folding unit is in its flat unfolded configuration; and (iii) r, the link offset distance between the assembly layer and the folding layer (Fig. 5A) . Together, they form two nondimensional variablesr andb, wherer ¼ For folding to occur in both directions, q s has to be greater than zero (Fig. 6) . However, as the symmetry of bidirectional folding increases, mechanical advantage decreases during fold initiation (when the fold angle q 1 is zero). On the other hand, increasingr improves mechanical advantage by lengthening the moment arm of the folding torque. This improvement in mechanical advantage is offset by the decrease in how far q 1 can rotate (a detailed derivation of the kinematics and mechanical advantage is found in eqs. S1 to S19). Knowing the kinematic and mechanical advantage trade-offs enables the designer to choose the folding unit parameters required to fold a desired 3D shape and size an appropriate actuator for folding of the net.
At first glance, a rotary actuator along the rotation axis connecting link 6 and link 1 would suffice to initiate a fold. However, the goal is to simultaneously fold all the polygonal faces of a convex polyhedron by using only one rotary actuator. By connecting each folding unit with its chiral through joining link 2 with link 5′ and link 1 with link 6′, the rotation of link 6 about link 5 propagates down the chain (Fig. 5C) . By replacing link 6 and link 1 with an equilateral triangle, square, or pentagonal polygonal panel, where the folding axes lie on the edges of each panel, the folding unit becomes the building block for creating all five Platonic polyhedra (tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, dodecahedron, and icosahedron). The RAD sampler, built using folding polyhedron theory, represents a technological advance for sampling large midwater specimens. The ability to rapidly encapsulate delicate organisms in a 3D environment using a simple mechanical interface is particularly desirable for remote exploration systems. 3D reconstruction imaging (37) and velocimetry measurements (38) of in situ specimens may benefit from a sensorized RAD, making it an efficient deployable mechanism for observing zooplankton while causing minimal disturbance to the specimen. Similarly, studies on physiology may be possible by using the RAD as an in situ biological chamber. Once the organism is temporarily enclosed in the chamber, additional methods could be developed to obtain DNA and RNA from the target organism as well as environmental DNA from the surrounding water. This opens the possibility to obtain 3D imagery, physiological measurements, and potentially the genome and transcriptome of a deep-sea delicate pelagic organism and then to release it unharmed. Because of the simplicity of the rotary-actuated design, the RAD is suitable for use on autonomous platforms that have both weight and power restrictions.
In future generations of the prototype, the RAD may be adapted to incorporate visual and force feedback mechanisms. This will enable the RAD sampler to interact with delicate deep-sea specimens, such as benthic siphonophores and some mobile faunas. Visual feedback could come from cameras installed on the internal walls of the sampler, and force feedback could come from tactile sensors built into the soft gaskets around the edges. We are not aware of tactile sensors that have been demonstrated on deep-sea ROV systems but could further develop soft sensors similar to those presented by (39) and (40) . Testing and operation of new sensors are challenging because they must resist shorting and corrosion due to the seawater salinity, withstand and operate in depths of up to 6000 m (about 60 MPa of hydrostatic pressure), and integrate with the existing ROV systems used for field testing.
By tailoring a folding polyhedron to assemble axisymmetrically using a single rotary actuator, we have created a design framework that is scalable and simple to operate. In the future, we imagine integrating folding polyhedrons with cameras for 3D imaging of the encased life forms, next-generation sequencing technology (41), or physiological measurement sensors for incubation studies to investigate how variables such as pH affect marine organisms (42) . We anticipate a range of applications beyond interacting with pelagic biological organisms in the ocean. For example, the diameter of large aperture mirrors for space telescopes is limited by the fairing size of launch rockets (43) . The RAD sampler can unfold to two and a half times its folded 
diameter, allowing a scaled-up design to use the internal volume of the rocket's payload to achieve a wider aperture. Similarly, deployable habitats for extraterrestrial colonization may benefit from using rotaryactuated folding polyhedra to create multiple enclosed spaces from stacks of 2D linkage panels. Robotic manipulators may also benefit from using folding polyhedra to achieve power grasping capabilities with only one actuator (44, 45) . At the mesoscale (devices with submillimeter to centimeter length scales), a manufacturing technique termed PC-MEMS was developed to fabricate complex linkage mechanisms and robots (19, 20) . This technique was able to integrate a wide variety of materials, including composites, metals, ceramics, and soft materials such as polyimide and silicone films. Medical applications that require small-scale deployability or 3D shape transformation, such as laparoscopic needle-based biopsies, deployable stents, and micro-grippers (46), could leverage PC-MEMS and the folding polyhedron theory developed and demonstrated here. A video of a mesoscale partial dodecahedron fabricated using PC-MEMS is provided in the Supplementary Materials.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
SOLIDWORKS 2015 was used to create solid models that were printed on a Stratasys Connex500 3D printer using RGD810, a clear rigid thermoplastic-like photopolymer (www.stratasys.com). Rotary actuation was achieved by using a Saab Seaeye P00625 tilt motor rated for operation at full ocean depth and was controlled by using a Pololu 1378 Simple High-Power Motor Controller (www.polulu.com) operated via RS-232 serial interface. Field testing took place on 27 June 2017 using the ROV Ventana (www.mbari.org) during dive #4046 in Monterey Canyon, California. The device was mounted on the ROV's manipulator arm by using a standard T-handle arrangement and was launched and recovered in the fully folded position. The seals, or soft edges, of the sampler were made from a silicone rubber (Dragon Skin 20, Smooth-On). Three differently shaped gaskets were designed to fit the edges of the polyhedron panels: one spanning a single edge, one spanning two edges (shown in Fig. 5C ), and one for the tip of each of the arms. This was done to maximize continuous coverage of edges while avoiding any hindrance of joint motion. The cross section of the gasket (shown in Fig. 5B ) is the same for each of the shapes and was designed to have a large area of contact with the corner of the 3D-printed dodecahedron panels and a curved cantilever to minimize the forces over a large range of deflection. Each gasket was formed by molding the silicone rubber in two-part molds printed on an Objet500 3D printer, in Stratasys TangoBlue resin. Once fully cured, the gaskets were trimmed of excess material from the molding process and attached to the sampler with silicone glue (Sil-Poxy, Smooth-On).
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
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